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Tony and Catherine McCarthy - Tanya's parents - have met to discuss a "credible" $150,000 donation to political parties this

year as the Donegal senator came into the federal election campaign in the middle of the row sparked by the alleged misuse of
his parliamentary entitlements. It is understood the money is to be split between the major parties in a bid to counter claims of

electoral bias against the minor parties. The ABC understands this is the most money to be donated to an electorate by the
couple, who live in Toongabbie. The senator has said he will repay all unauthorised expenses claims. Two days after being

contacted by Fairfax Media about the development, the McCarthys issued a statement in which they accepted there had been a
serious breach in the system and offered to repay the money. "At this point in time we are not willing to speculate on what may
or may not have transpired," the statement said. "We are confident that the justice system will see this through. We also want to
remind you of our stance that we do not expect or ask for favours." The statement said the McCarthys had always been "open"

with the Senate's audit office and have been co-operative throughout the process. After the statement was issued, Tanya
McCarthy contacted Premier Mike Rann's office to emphasise the marriage had not broken down. The premier's office then
contacted the department of Finance as a follow-up to the original request from Fairfax Media, and an attempt was made to

have a representative of Finance's personal assets division meet with the couple. Rann also asked the department of Finance to
review the couple's entitlements to travel and benefits. The premier's office then forwarded the request to the personal assets
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